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Abstract This paper presents an improved frame-to-frame (F-2-F) compressed
video matching technique based on local features extracted from reduced size
images, in contrast with previous F-2-F techniques that utilized global fea-
tures extracted from full size frames. The revised technique addresses both
accuracy and computational cost issues of the traditional F-2-F approach. Ac-
curacy is improved through using local features, while computational cost issue
is addressed through extracting those local features from reduced size images.
For compressed videos, the DC-image sequence, without full decompression, is
used. Utilizing such small size images (DC-images) as a base for the proposed
work is important, as it pushes the traditional F-2-F from off-line to real-time
operational mode. The proposed technique involves addressing an important
problem: namely the extraction of enough local features from such a small size
images to achieve robust matching. The relevant arguments and supporting
evidences for the proposed technique are presented. Experimental results and
evaluation, on multiple challenging datasets, show considerable computational
time improvements for the proposed technique accompanied by a comparable
or higher accuracy than state-of-the-art related techniques.
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1 Introduction
The number of publicly available videos (especially compressed videos)[1] has
enormously increased due to the proliferation in multimedia recording tech-
nologies and the exponential growth of storage mediums. Handling such enor-
mous video numbers forced researchers to develop efficient matching tech-
niques for various applications (e.g. searching and annotation). However, the
majority of current video matching techniques were originally developed for
uncompressed videos, and later adopted for matching compressed videos, through
decompressing videos first. Such decompression is waste of processing time
and does not match current real-time demands. One of the earliest and sim-
plest uncompressed video matching techniques is the frame-to-frame (F-2-F)
approach[21]. F-2-F operation was influenced by the image matching discipline,
treating videos as a group of frames. Hence, the task is trying to find the best
set of matching frame pairs based on features extracted from their respective
full size frames. Only global features were used as they are computationally
cheaper to extract than local features. On the other hand compressed videos
(e.g. MPEG) offers a diverse set of pre-computed features (e.g. DC coefficients,
macro block types) which are quite useful in revising traditional techniques
such as F-2-F. Specifically, the DC-image of an I-frame, which defined as; the
collection of all DC coefficients results from applying DCT transform on I-
frame for MPEG compression purpose[23]. This tiny image ∼ (40× 30) pixels
is an important compressed domain feature of size 1/64 of its respective full
I-frame, which could significantly reduce the algorithms computational time.
In this paper, the traditional F-2-F video matching technique is revised
and improved to be able to work on compressed videos directly avoiding the
lengthy decompression process. Previous F-2-F techniques used only global
features from full size decompressed frames, since it is cheaper than extract-
ing local features from respective full size frames, especially with the added
decompression time. Furthermore, it was difficult to extract local features from
the tiny size DC-images, as they are weak and do not generate sufficient fea-
tures for matching[17]. Thus, the revised technique takes advantage of local
features, extracted directly from compressed stream DC-image sequences, by
proposing an adaptive way to generate enough local features. This change al-
lows the F-2-F to be used in real-time matching as a simple video matching
technique, compared to a more complex techniques (e.g. trajectories). In ad-
dition, the revised technique is validated against state-of-art baselines based
on multiple challenging datasets.
This paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the literature review;
the proposed work is presented in section 3; the experiments and analysis are
presented in section 4; section 5 concludes the paper.
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Fig. 1 various types of video matching techniques.
2 Literature review
In this section, we review key previous work related to video matching, with
emphasis on the compressed domain. Generally, video matching techniques
may be classified into three main categories: trajectories, signature based
and F-2-F, as depicted in Fig.1. In trajectories, local features are utilized
to track object/keypoint positions across video frames[7]. Trajectories usually
describe the movement of salient objects[12], keypoints[7], or spatio-temporal
volumes[12]. Although trajectories achieved reasonable matching results for
uncompressed videos, its major drawback is the excessive computational cost
needed to extract and track local features. For example, a typical image of size
500×500 could generate more than 2000 SIFT local keypoints [17], which is a
huge number of keypoints to be tracked and filtered across all video frames.
Furthermore, the added decompression time, when dealing with compressed
videos, can reach 40% of CPU time[2]. This problem was addressed in[11] by
utilizing motion vectors instead of keypoints, as they are pre-computed dur-
ing the MPEG encoding process. However, obtaining the motion vectors still
requires partial decoding; especially as they are not available for I-frames.
Regarding signature matching, a generic utilization of motion vectors in con-
junction with DC coefficients was introduced in[10], where the aggregation of
both values in a one dimensional array used as a video signature. Moreover
the actual matching is done using the sliding window technique, by computing
direct difference between adjacent signature vectors for the currently match-
ing frames pair. However, the sliding window involves exhaustive search and
matching for every possible frame pair which dramatically effects the perfor-
mance. In addition, the aggregation of DC coefficients in vector format does
not benefit from any available visual information in such DC-image. A dif-
ferent signature was designed by Hua et al.[13] that utilize ordinal measures
extracted from fully decompressed video frames. However, it does not suit real-
time processing nor does it benefit from any MPEG features. This problem was
tackled by Almeida et al.[5] by using I-frame’s DC coefficients to compute the
ordinal measures, since they are a pre-computed averages of their respective
blocks. They implemented a motion histogram signature by computing tempo-
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Fig. 2 Types of F-2-F matching, (a) unordered (b) ordered. In case of unequal video lengths,
some frames will not be matched or might be matched to more than one frame depending
on the matching algorithm[19]. The unordered matching is not common to be used as it
discards the temporal order of video frames.
ral and spatial ordinal matrices for each I-frame. Both matrices are combined
to form a normalized 6075 floating-point bin histogram, which is a quite large
signature for matching in large databases. The important issue about video
signatures is the type of features and the compactness of the signature. This
is a critical issue as most of the extracted video features are high dimensional
vectors, which makes it difficult to encode them into a compact signature.
Thus, further research is still needed to improve the matching and/or feature
descriptors.
The notion of a video ”frame” in computer vision has been and still a
major driving force for developing video matching techniques. F-2-F[19,21] is
one of the earliest video matching techniques, borrowed from image match-
ing discipline. The technique itself is very simple and intuitive, as it tries to
match video frames as a pair of images. It mainly depends on the underly-
ing features used for matching frame pairs. Throughout the literature, F-2-F
has always been associated with global features e.g. color histogram[19] and
pixel difference[14], since they could be computed faster than local features at
full image resolution, Fig.2 depicts two different modes of using F-2-F tech-
nique (a) unordered matching that attempts to match frame pairs regardless
of their temporal order,(less commonly used). Fig.2.b shows ordered matching
that attempts to keep frames temporal order while matching them. Although
F-2-F approach has a limited applicability on compressed videos due to its
high computational cost, it was introduced in[9] as a part of a framework used
to compare the DC-image versus the full frame performance. But it was tested
on limited size datasets without reporting any comparisons with other base-
lines. Moreover, the technique itself has a lot of issues that need to be handled
carefully as they affects its overall performance. First, the alignment problem
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that arises in case of matching videos of different lengths[4], as the algorithm
needs to decide the set of frames to be skipped during matching, without re-
ducing the overall matching cost (see Fig.2.b, an 8 frames video is matched
with a 6 frames video). Second, the selection of good matching criteria for the
underlying frame pairs. Third, the dependency on global features for underly-
ing frame matching while local features are more stable[15] and achieve better
results[15,8,9]. Fourth, the time needed to apply this technique on full size
frames, which represents an obstacle for real-time matching, especially with
the additional decompression overhead. Discussions of those points along with
the revised F-2-F technique are introduced in the next section.
3 The proposed F-2-F matching of compressed videos
This section introduces the revised F-2-F technique with the relevant argu-
ments and supporting evidences. The inadequacy of F-2-F as a matching tech-
nique has been due to two main issues: computational cost (time) and accuracy.
Time is related to the large number and size of video frames to be matched,
while accuracy is related to using global features. Additionally, when dealing
with compressed videos, extra computational overhead is introduced due to
decompression. Hence, we propose to operate on compressed videos directly,
without decompression, with reduced number of frames and reduced frame
size. To reduce the number of frames, we propose to process I-frames only.
For frame size, we propose to process the DC-image only, which is 1/64 of
full I-frame size. Regarding the accuracy we propose to utilize local features
instead of global features, since it is reported to be more robust[15,8]. Thus,
the revised algorithm will be compared with the original F-2-F(global features
on full frames) to verify the time improvement, and compared to recent base-
lines to verify accuracy improvement. Next sections investigate and present
solutions for the proposed improvements in the revised F-2-F approach.
3.1 Local feature extraction in small images
We investigated the use of SURF and SIFT as local feature detectors/descriptors.
However, due to the nature of the DC-image as a small image, extraction of
those local features is problematic. It was reported that a minimum of three
keypoints is needed for robust matching [17]. However, most of the DC-images
produce less than three keypoints. As depicted in Fig.3.b and Fig.3.a, for SURF
and SIFT respectively 62% of DC-images generates less then three keypoints,
which is not sufficient for reliable matching. To overcome this issue, and fa-
cilitate for matching, we adapted SIFT to generate sufficient local features.
SIFT was chosen because it was reported to be more robust than SURF[18].
Knowing that the effectiveness of SIFT is based on finding the most stable
keypoints across different scale spaces using Gaussian function[17]. Equation1
shows the variable-scale Gaussian function, where sigma (σ) is the standard
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Fig. 3 SIFT/SURF local features extracted from DC-image (a) SIFT points extracted
before adaptation (normal SIFT): 62% of frames have less than 3 keypoints and after our
SIFT adaptation (adaptive SIFT): 100% of frames have enough keypoints for matching
and (b) SURF points extracted from DC-image :62% of frames have less than 3 keypoints.
Results based on BBC Rushes[22].
deviation, that controls the amount of blurring applied at different scale spaces
to identify possible keypoints locations. Thus, the adaptive SIFT works by it-
eratively attempting different sigma values, starting from the default (1.6),
and decrementing by a factor of 0.1 until the required minimum number of
SIFT keypoints is obtained.
G(x, y, σ) =
1
2piσ2
e−(x
2+y2)/2σ2 (1)
This adaptation facilitated generating a minimum of six key points from each
DC-image, as depicted in Fig.3.a for the adaptive SIFT curve. This is double
of the required minimum to ensure robust and efficient matching. Regarding
time cost of this process, the overall speed of the revised F-2-F (including
sigma adjustment) is presented in Table.1. But its individual timing could
be investigated as following: Knowing that the maximum time to find suitable
sigma is 0.01 seconds (per a single DC-image), which is the worst case scenario,
this is not frequently happening (witnessed in the experiments), and with a
common 10 I-frames per video shot, the sigma adjustment cost will be 0.01×
10=0.1 second. This worst case scenario still represents only ∼17% of the total
matching runtime cost(0.56 seconds from Table1).
3.2 SIFT matching
After extracting enough keypoints, we start matching each possible DC-image
pair from the matching videos. The distance between two SIFT keypoints
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(Equation2) is calculated using the cosine angle method [17]:
θi,j = arccos
xi.yj
|xi|.|yj | (2)
Where xi, yj are SIFT vectors and θ is the angle between them representing
the similarity score. A given interest point is matched to the most similar point
(in feature space) provided that the distance is significantly less than of the
next nearest one[18]. This condition is satisfied by the following Equation3:
θi,j1 < α θi,j2 (3)
Where (α) is a coefficient determining how much nearer, in feature space, xi
must be close to yj1 than to yj2 to be a good match, and j1 and j2 denote
the closest and second-closest matches respectively. (α) is set to 0.6 during the
experiments, as it achieved the highest matching scores.
3.3 Dynamic programming
Following the previous step of and the construction of the underlying F-2-F
similarity matrix, by matching every frame pair based on their respective local
features. The next step is to use dynamic programming to obtain the optimal
set of matching frames, taking into account the temporal sequence of frames
(ordered matching, Fig.2.b). Previous techniques of ordered F-2-F, that used
dynamic programming, were limited only to find the longest matching frames
sequence across or near the diagonal of the frame similarity matrix[19]. Hence,
we adapted a new version which is able to locate the longest matching sub-
sequence regardless of its location within the similarity matrix (i.e. not only
around the diagonal).
Algorithm 1 finding the optimal matching sequence of frame pairs.
Input: M =Number of frames in first video+1;
N = Number of frames in second video+1;
DISTANCE= frame-to-frame similarity scores based on matched SIFT features;
Operation:
1. CREATE MATRIX OPT MATCH [M][N];
2. SET OPT MATCH to 0;
3. FOR I=1 to M DO
4. FOR J=1 to N DO
5. SET OPT MATCH [I][J] to MAX of (OPT MATCH [I-1][J-1]+ DISTANCE[I-1][J-1]
AND DISTANCE[I-1][J] AND OPT MATCH[I][J-1]);
6. END FOR
7. END FOR
Output: OPT MATCH [M-1] [N-1];
Table 1 Proposed dynamic programming algorithm.
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Fig. 4 Two real examples showing the underlying process of F-2-F technique in finding the
optimal sequence of matching frames using dynamic programming approach, Horizontal axis
is video1 and vertical axis is video2. Due to the difference in videos lengths, some frames
might not be matched. For example, frame 6 in video1 in (a) and frames 2, 3, 5, 6, 10, 13
and 14 in video1 in (b). The proposed algorithm carefully skips frames with minimum effect
on finial matching cost.
Table.1 shows the adapted dynamic programming algorithm, where OPT-
MATCH[M][N] is the underlying cost matrix used by the algorithm to keep
track of the best matching frame pairs till the current matching position. Ba-
sically, the algorithm works by scanning the similarity matrix, row by row,
trying to find the best match for each frame taking into account their respec-
tive temporal order and skipping frames with the lowest significance on the
overall matching cost. After applying the algorithm the finial matching score
between video shots is OPT MATCH[M-1][N-1], which could be used later in
retrieval. Furthermore, the exact set of matched frames could be extracted by
backtracking through OPT MATCH matrix starting from OPT MATCH[M-
1][N-1]. Fig.4 depicts a sample frame similarity matrices of a given two videos,
with the optimal matching values between their respective frame pairs are
highlighted.
In the next section we introduce the related experiments to quantitatively
evaluate the performance, both time and precision wise. Also, the revised F-
2-F technique is evaluated against previous F-2-F techniques, as well as other
video matching techniques, and tested on various challenging bench mark data
sets.
4 Experiments and Results
In order to examine and evaluate the performance of our revised approach, we
tested against various datasets; (1)BBC RUSHES (335 videos)[22], (2)UCF11-
(1600 videos)[16] and (3)Mixed dataset of BBC RUSHES and UCF11 datasets
(300 videos). The first is a standard data set for video retrieval and contains
a diverse set of challenging videos; mainly man-made moving objects (cars,
tanks, planes and boats). The second is a standard dataset for action recogni-
tion and is widely used for retrieval purposes, as videos contain large variations
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in object appearance, pose, scale as well as camera movement. The third is
a mixture of BBC RUSHES and UCF11. The performance is evaluated us-
ing precision-over-N (PN ) standard measure[20](Equation4), following Leave-
One-Out-Cross-Validation model (matching video to every other video in the
dataset except itself). The computer used during the experiments is core i3
3.3 GHZ with 8Gbyte of RAM.
PNi =
q∑
j=1

Ni∑
r=1
rel(r)
Ni∑
r=1
(correct matches)

/
q (4)
Where PNi is precision-over-N till rank i and Ni is the top-N matches for
query video till rank i and q is the total number of queries being tested, and
Rel(r) is binary function defined as following in Equation5:
Rel(r) =
{
1, item at rank(r) is correct match.
0, otherwise.
(5)
PN metric is selected, as the purpose of the revised F-2-F is retrieving a
maximum set of top-N matches for a query video, this is similar to querying
Google and having the best results in the first page, but the best one might
be 2nd or 5th or so.). This specific evaluation is reflected in PN metric which
represents the relevance of the entire top-N results accumulatively. Thus the
whole PN curve need to be considered while comparing different PN curves
(not single PN value at specific rank). Thus, during the following evaluation
the percent(%) increase/decrease in total top-N matches would be reported as
it would, emphasis the results.
The sequence of experiments in this section is as follows : section 4.1 in-
vestigates the effect of matching using DC-image compared to the full image
based on global features. This evaluates and supports our claim for the real-
time operational manner of the DC-image as a base for our work and proves
the hypothesis of time improvement of the revised F-2-F compared to the main
F-2-F(global features on full image). Section 4.2 examines matching using lo-
cal features of DC-image versus its global features to emphasize the superi-
ority of local features. Finally section 4.3 presents evaluation of the proposed
work (F-2-F based on DC-image local features) against other baseline: namely
trajectories[7] and the latest implementation of F-2-F technique[19], where
comparing with baselines proves the hypothesis of accuracy improvement of
the revised F-2-F.
4.1 DC-image vs. full image, using global features
The most important issue targeted by the proposed work is the computa-
tional cost issue. Earlier versions of F-2-F utilized global features(e.g. color
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Fig. 5 (a) Matching precision for F-2-F based on global features considering the DC-image
vs. full frame BBC Rushes, (b) F-2-F for DC-image and local features vs. global features for
DC-image and full frame BBC Rushes, (c) F-2-F DC-image local features vs. global features
UCF11.
histogram) of full size frames[19] which do not suit real-time, due to the pro-
cessing of large sizes and numbers of frames. Using the DC-image is beneficial
since it has highly reduced size (1/64 of I-frame) and could represent a given
video in less frames (extracted from I-frames only). Following an experiment
over BBC RUSHES datasets, it was found that the reduction in matching time
using global features for the DC-image compared to the full size frame reached
∼95% as depicted in Table.2, while the performance (PN ) is lowered by 1.19%
on average as shown in Fig.5.a. This is a relatively small number compared to
the huge time reduction. This emphasizes the adequacy of the DC-image for
faster processing with a slight effect on matching precision, which has been
addressed and improved as discussed as following in section4.2.
4.2 DC-image local features vs. global features
This section examines the effect of local feature compared to global feature
matching based on the DC-image. Fig.5.b and Fig.5.c depicts F-2-F (PN )
curves of local features versus global features (color histogram), based on the
DC-image over two different datasets, BBC RUSHES and UCF11 respectively.
It shows that local features significantly outperform global features, regard-
ing DC-image, (p<<0.05), with 5.19% and 10.20% average higher PN for
BBC RUSHES and UCF11 respectively. More ever, the DC-image local fea-
tures achieves almost comparable results to the full frame global features.
This complies with previous findings about local features effectiveness as men-
tioned in the literature review. Regarding timing, F-2-F based on DC-image
local features costs an extra 0.5 second to match a single pair of video shots
as shown in Table.2. This is due to the fact that local features extraction and
matching is more costly than global features, since it involves more complex
computations[17]. Even with such timing difference, the proposed approach
still works in real-time margin (away better than the main F-2-F with global
features, on full frames) but with higher accuracy.
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Technique
Average matching time
per video pair(seconds)
F-2-F (Global features+ Full-image) 1.3
F-2-F (Global features+ DC-image) 0.059
F-2-F (Local features+ DC-image) 0.56
Table 2 Timing analysis for the proposed F-2-F based on local vs. Global features consid-
ering the DC-image and Full frame respectively.
Fig. 6 The proposed F-2-F based on local features versus the regenerated F-2-F baseline,
based on global features showing (a)2.3% on average higher PN and 16.36% more correct
matches (from Fig.7.a), over the full BBC Rushes dataset, (b)20% on average higher PN
over the full mixed BBC Rushes and UCF11 dataset, using the mixed dataset gives more
consolidation for the output results,(6)10.1% on average higher PN over UCF11 dataset.
4.3 Revised F-2-F matching vs. baselines
Following the results presented in previous sections, 4.1 and 4.2, we conclude
that the proposed F-2-F technique based on DC-image and local features is
able to work in real-time manner. In addition, it achieved higher levels of ac-
curacy compared to the same technique based on global features. This section
empirically validate the proposed technique versus other baselines. We chose
two baselines. The first is the trajectories[7] approach which encodes SIFT
local features in the form of trajectories that capture the spatial and temporal
features of a video shot. The second is the latest implementation of the F-2-
F technique[19] that utilized global feature (color histogram) for underlying
frame matching. It worth mentioning that the regenerated baseline applied on
the DC-image as a common base with the revised F-2-F, while the original
F-2-F applied on full size frames.
Starting with the second baseline (F-2-F with global features), it reported
an average precision of 60% based on five sample queries (only) out of 100
videos dataset. However, due to the difficulty of obtaining the dataset in order
to obtain robust results based on a greater number of queries, we regenerated
this baseline based on the BBC RUSHES, UCF11 and the mixed dataset
of both, using the same color histogram global feature. For BBC RUSHES
(Fig.6.a) although the regenerated baseline have higher PN across the 8
th−10th
ranks, the revised F-2-F is better by 2.3% on average overall ranks. Also,
it is able to retrieve 16.36% more correct matches, as depicted in Fig.7.a.
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Fig. 7 Percent increase of correct matches(%) due to using F-2-F compared to: (a)the
regenerated baseline and (b)trajectories baseline (values computed across top-10 ranks for
each technique). Obviously F-2-F is able to retrieve more correct matches than mentioned
baselines across all datasets.
Fig. 8 the proposed F-2-F technique against trajectories baseline using (a)BBC RUSHES,
showing 8.39% on average higher PN , (b)Mixed BBC UCF11 dataset, showing 15.13% on
average higher precision,(c)UCF11 dataset, showing 8.3% an average higher PN across 4
th
-10th ranks, and an overall of 2.18% increase in total correct matches (from Fig.7.b.)
For the mixed dataset the revised F-2-F achieved 20% on average higher PN
compared to the regenerated baseline,as depicted in Fig.6.b. This corresponds
to a 60.12% increase in correct matches as showed in Fig.7.a. Finally, regarding
UCF11 dataset the revised F-2-F achieved 10.1% on average higher PN , which
corresponds to 15.64% increase in correct matches, as illustrated in Fig.6.c
and Fig.7.a.
Regarding the trajectories baseline, Fig.8 depicts PN curves for the revised
F-2-F against trajectories, for BBC RUSHES, the mixed dataset and UCF11
respectively. A notable finding is that the revised F-2-F outperforms this so-
phisticated trajectories approach for the first two datasets Fig.8.a and Fig.8.b.
For UCF11 (Fig.8.c), the revised F-2-F retrieves in total 2.18% more correct
matches (depicted in Fig.7.b). Although the trajectories baseline retrieves less
correct matches, it presents its (less correct matches) at earlier ranks (1st-3rd),
while the revised F-2-F continues to retrieves more correct matches from 4th
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P-Value
Revised F-2-F Local vs.
Regenerated F-2-F Global (BBC Rushes) 0.01
Revised F-2-F Local vs.
Regenerated F-2-F Global
(mixed BBC Rushes and UCF11) 0.0000043
Revised F-2-F Local vs. trajectories
(BBC Rushes) 0.0000012
Revised F-2-F Local vs. trajectories
(mixed BBC Rushes and UCF11) 0.000000085
Table 3 Evaluation of F-2-F approach based on global features versus local features, for
full image and DC-image respectively using unpaired t-test with confidence value of 95%.
to 10th rank. This odd behaviour, because trajectories are designed to model
the motion, and UCF11 is primary an action recognition dataset, where its
ground truth rules are built on action similarity, while the revised F-2-F offers
a generic matching based on local features. However, the overall performance
of the the revised F-2-F is still higher, as it retrieves more correct matches
(Fig.7.b). Furthermore, to test the significance of the proposed work against
the baselines, a t-test was carried and the results are depicted in Table.3. The
results confirm that the proposed F-2-F significantly outperforms the other
two baselines (p-values <<0.05).
For timing analysis against baselines, Table.4 shows video matching times
for the revised F-2-F (local features on DC-image) against the main baseline
F-2-F (global features on full image), the regenerated baseline F-2-F(global
features on DC-image) and trajectories. It is noticeable that, the main base-
line F-2-F(global features on full image) is the most costly, as it involves de-
compressing of full frames which is a lengthy process and makes the entire
approach not suitable for speedy matching. The revised F-2-F (local features
on DC-image) comes as the second highest (best accuracy), achieving 56%
time reduction over the main F-2-F baseline. Finally, trajectories and the re-
generated baseline F-2-F(global features on DC-image) comes at the end, as
the fastest techniques (with the lower accuracy), with only 0.2 and 0.5 seconds
higher than the revised F-2-F. This extra time for the revised F-2-F (compared
to the fastest), is due to the exhaustive comparison of SIFT keypoints among
all possible frame pairs to fill the initial frame similarity matrix. However, the
technique still works in real-time margin, and several optimizations could be
done e.g. optimizing the code, reducing the number of matching frame pairs
to fill the initial similarity matrix, replacing the dynamic programming algo-
rithm by a faster one and improving the sigma adjustment process for a faster
performance.
Finally, and in order to develop an interactive testing tool for the pre-
sented approach and to facilitate investigating the results, we developed a
custom software to visualize the output matching results. Fig.9 and Fig.10
depict snapshots of real video matching examples from two different datasets
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Technique
Average matching time(seconds) per
video pair
Revised F-2-F
(DC-image +Local features) 0.56
Regenerated baseline F-2-F
(Global features+ DC-image) 0.059
Trajectories 0.36
Main baseline F-2-F
(Global features+ Full-image) 1.3
Table 4 Timing analysis for the proposed F-2-F (global and local features) vs. trajectories.
Fig. 9 Snapshot of video finder, using F2F based on local features (BBC RUSHES).
Fig. 10 Snapshot of video finder, using F2F based on local features (mixed BBC and
UCF11).
visualized using the developed software. A web-based version (slower) is also
available on http://dcapi.blogs.lincoln.ac.uk/F2F-demo/.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a revised F-2-F technique for matching compressed
video shots, through local features extracted directly from DC-images. This is
in contrast with previous versions of F-2-F that used global features extracted
from full size frames, which was not practically applicable for real-time use,
especially on compressed videos. Hence, we presented an improved accuracy
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(compared to recent baselines) as well as faster technique (compared to the
original F-2-F (global features from full frames)) for speedy videos match-
ing. Moreover, problems of extracting SIFT features, from such small size
DC-images, was successfully resolved by adaptively controlling the amount of
Gaussian blurring applied at each octave layer of SIFT detection. This adap-
tation allowed extraction of sufficient keypoints for robust matching. Follow-
ingly, a similarity matrix is generated between matching videos frame pairs,
and finally the matching is being done by a modified dynamic programming
algorithm. This algorithm locates the best set of matching frame pairs, tak-
ing into account their respective temporal order. The revised technique was
validated against some challenging datasets, that showed its robustness and
ability to work in real-time environment with higher accuracy, compared to
other matching techniques. Moreover, the technique could act efficiently to re-
trieve an initial set of maximum matching videos, to be followed by additional
layers for further re-ranking of the videos and/or for further semantic anal-
ysis and annotation such as in[7,6]. Future work improvements may include,
examining other sets of local features that incorporates color (e.g. CSIFT[3]),
to further improve the results of the proposed work. In addition a re-ranking
algorithm could be applied on the top-N for more precise results. Regarding
time improvement the internal dynamic programming algorithm could be more
refined for a faster operation and the sigma adjustment process could be tuned
for a faster keypoints extraction.
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